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Analyze the advantage of the inside-
derived model adopted in “Azheke Plan”

Geography Test of this year’s China national college entrance exam



City versus Village

Beautiful 
pictures

Statistical 
numbers Maps Plan？



Before
Annual 

household 
income：
￥3000

After
Five 

dividends, 
￥11440 per 
household 



Controversy：

Whether and how tourism development contributes to poverty reduction 
needs to be further researched. 

The Theoretical Background

Tourism contributes 
to the economies of 

impoverished 
destinations Tourism development 

may worsen local poverty 

Disputes on tourism as a means of poverty reduction and destination development



Neoliberalism Criticism Substitutionism Post-structuralism

• The highest return on
capital investment and
pure market economy.

• The trickle-down effect 
refers to the situation 
that some profits of 
tourism capital 
investment will stay in 
local and be used to 
improve local people’s 
life. 

• Neoliberalism 
doesn’t really 
develop the poor 
areas and leaves 
no positive 
impacts on these 
places.

• Niche tourism 
appeared which 
features less 
destructive and 
minimal external 
investment.

• No matter which theory,
there is no absolutely right
or wrong.

• The key is to find a solution:
how to control the power of
external investment, and
how to support and protect
the rights and interests of
local people.

The Theoretical Background

A research project on the 
trickle-down effect: 

Interviewed over 1000 rural 
families in 6 villages.

Ø The trickle-down effect
induced from tourism capital
investment is very minimal

Ø Local villagers lost their
power over the major
tourism attractions in the
process of capital investment.

Theoretical streams related to Pro-poor tourism



The Reality of Tourism Poverty Alleviation

China

Land → The 
government

The properties on the 
ground → People

Mineral resources 
under the ground → 

The government 

Despite multiple stream, practices of pro-poor tourism has been dominated by
neo-liberalism ideas.



Passive non-
cooperation Confrontation

Violent or non-
violent non-
cooperation

Negotiation

The Reality of Tourism Poverty Alleviation

Property rights

A typical story for many destinations that involve local communities, tourism
resources and external investors in China



Case introduction

Azheke

A remote village in Yunnan 
Province

One of the five key villages of 
the Honghe Hani Terraces

Well-preserved traditional 
Hani architecture –
mushroom house



Azheke – a mixture of richness and poverty

Rich in the most spectacular terrace 
landscape in the world

Local people are extremely poor

Case introduction



Human investment → Rural revitalization

Case introduction

Parents don’t have many choices but let their children bother tourists to make some little money. 



Up to Feb 2018, a team of 70+members has completed a household visit of 

5,682 households in Yuanyang County 

The villages are hollowed out Low-income from the terrace farm work  

Preparation before the experiment



One 
model

Two 
parties

Three 
goals

Four 
bottom 

lines

heritage 
protection

poverty 
reduction

tourist 
reception

no renting 
or selling

no external 
capital

no disorder 
development 

by the villagers

no damage 
to the local 

tradition

Local v.s. 
SYSU team

Proposed model: Inside-derived model



Students who stay and work in the village

Execution is the key



Facility improvement & 
Marketing promotion

Execution is the key

The visitor center WeChat Official Account & TikTok



Execution is the key
2019-3-8: The first dividends allocation ￥680 - 1600

Item Proportion

Traditional 
house 

protection
40%

Terrace 
protection 30%

Lifestyle 
maintenance 20%

Household 
registration 
retention 

10%

Total 100%



Execution is the key
2021-10-2: The fifth dividends allocation

￥1200 - 3000



Execution is the key
Economical achievements

• Jobs: 14 jobs for villagers
• Businesses: 9 small-businesses 

started their journey in Azheke
• Revenue: over 1 million yuan
• Profit: 8 hundreds thousand 

yuan
• Dividends: paid 5 times, totally 

over 6 hundreds thousand yuan, 
and each household received
9838 yuan in average. 

• Poverty alleviation: 23 families 
put an end to poverty 



"one decision for one thing" 

Support villagers’ independence

New issues need to be discussed 
among villagers.

New decisions need to be signed, 
stamped, and published on the 
notice board in the village.



Villagers’rights

Support villagers’ independence

• Participating; 
• Making decisions; 
• Being informed;
• Being monitoring

Tourism operations 



Where there is home, there is a job; 

where there is a job, there is home

Support villagers’ independence
Young men return home

Skill training



Management and decision-making skills

Support villagers’ independence



Children education

Longer-term education for villagers

“Azheke Learning Club” 



Natural environment

Longer-term education for villagers

Responsibility of protecting the village



Reports

Tremendous social impact



Awards

Tremendous social impact



Dialogue between practices and theories

p Practices
• 1999，Guilin Tourism Plan

• 2000，Suzhou Tourism Plan

• 2002，Yangshuo Yulong River Tourism Plan

• 2002，Tourism Investment Plan of Western China

• 2003，The Strategic Research of Xishuangbanna in the 
Tourism Cooperation of Lancang-Mekong Subregion 

• 2004，Huangshan Tourism Plan

• 2004，Guilin Yangshuo Tourism

• 2005，Xinjiang Grand Kanas Tourism Plan

• 2006，Shangri-La Eco-Tourism Plan
• 2018， The Strategic Research of Yunnan Yuanyang

Hani Terrace Tourism

p Theories

• Community Involvement

• Differences in Chinese and Western 

community participation

• Community empowerment

• Institutional empowerment

• property rights of tourism attractions



poverty alleviation

rural 
revitalization

Dialogue between practices and theories
Social science experiment

To support 
rural 

development 
in more places



• Impacts of government in tourism development on
vulnerable population could be positive or negative.

• China government plays an extremely important role in
tourism poverty alleviation, because government has
absolute power over resources.

• Under such circumstances, how the government
considers the interests of vulnerable groups, and
whether vulnerable groups can fight for their own
interests by themselves or with the help of a third party,

make important sense to tourism poverty alleviation in
China.

Dialogue between practices and theories



• Azheke Plan makes a response to the global practice of tourism poverty alleviation from
China. It reviews tourism poverty alleviation from a critical and post-structuralist
perspective.

• Call for attentions from academic collegue: Better to start now than talk. “Azheke Plan”
will soon be applied to the Samaba terraces in Honghe County and an historic village in
Xinjiang Province.

Dialogue between practices and theories



THANK YOU VERY MUCH 
FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


